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Dogs find love in Peshawar (25)
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: Zeba Masood, a 59-year-old animal rights activist, spends time with stray dogs at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: A stray donkey receives a treatment at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: A stray donkey receives a treatment at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: Zeba Masood, a 59-year-old animal rights activist, spends time with stray dogs at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: Zeba Masood, a 59-year-old animal rights activist, spends time with stray dogs at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: Zeba Masood, a 59-year-old animal rights activist, spends time with stray dogs at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: Zeba Masood, a 59-year-old animal rights activist, spends time with stray dogs at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: A stray donkey receives a treatment at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: Zeba Masood, a 59-year-old animal rights activist, spends time with animals at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: Zeba Masood, a 59-year-old animal rights activist, spends time with stray dogs at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: Zeba Masood, a 59-year-old animal rights activist, spends time with stray dogs at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: Zeba Masood, a 59-year-old animal rights activist, spends time with stray dogs at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: A stray dog receives a treatment at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: A stray dog receives a treatment at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father.?????????????????????????????????????????? Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: A stray dog receives a treatment at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father.?????????????????????????????????????????? Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: A stray dog receives a treatment at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father.?????????????????????????????????????????? Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: Stray dogs are seen at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: A mini van used to rescue stray dogs is seen at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: Stray dogs are seen at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: A mini van used to rescue stray dogs and a dog nearby are seen at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: Zeba Masood, a 59-year-old animal rights activist, spends time with stray dogs at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: Zeba Masood, a 59-year-old animal rights activist, spends time with stray dogs at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: Zeba Masood, a 59-year-old animal rights activist, spends time with stray dogs at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: A stray dog is seen at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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PESHAWAR, PAKISTAN - NOVEMBER 26: Stray dogs are seen at the city??????s first-ever dog shelter 'Lucky Animal Protection Shelter' located in the Canal Road area, Peshawar, Pakistan on November 26, 2021. Zeba Masood has opened an animal shelter where she feeds and maintains stray dogs ?????" both adults and puppies. Animal rights organisations also help in bearing the expenses of the shelter. The shelter is now home to around 300 dogs taken in from various streets of the city. The operation is largely self-funded, with a small portion provided by a private engineering university, which is owned by Masood??????s father. Hussain Ali / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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